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ABSTRACT 
This paper deals with the formulation of microinstability-based thermal 

transport coefficients (x<) for the purpose o? modelling anomalous energy 
confinement properties in tokamak plasmas. Attention is primarily focused on 
ohmioally heated discharges and the associated anomalous electron thermal 
transport. An appropriate expression for x e is developed which is consistent 
with reasonable global constraints on the current and electron temperature 
profiles as well as with the key properties of the kinetic instabilities most 
likely to be present. Comparisons of confinement scaling trends predicted by 
this model with the empirical ohraic data base indicate quite favorable 
agreement. The subject of anomalous ion thermal transport and its 
implications for high density ohmic discharges and for auxiliary-heated 
plasmas is also addressed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Experimental results from tokamak experiments have firmly established the 

fact that electron thermal transport is always anomalously large [1-3]. In 

addition, it has been observed (e.g., in a number of neutral-oeam-heated 

discharges) that the ion thermal confinement can also be significantly worse 

than the predictions of standard neoclassical theory [3]. The construction of 

transport models, which can reproduce these trends is, of course, a difficult 

but vitally important task. Moreover, confidence in the predictive capability 

of such models basically requires that they be more physics based than 

empirical. In the present paper it is proposed that the physical processes 

primarily responsible for the anomalous thermal losses (during the "steady-

state" phase of the discharges) are associated with low-frequency 

microinstabilities. It is then demonstrated that a transport model based on 

their presence leads to results consistent with experimentally deduced 

confinement scaling trends. 

Enhanced transport driven by drift-type microinstabilities has long been 

a favored candidate to account for the anomalous confinement properties 

observed in tokamaks [1,5]. Comprehensive theoretical studies of threshold 

requirements have clearly indicated that these instabilities should be 

excited under realistic experimental conditions [6], In addition, 

measurements using microwave and laser scattering techniques have shown that 

the frequency and wave-number spectra fall in the expected range and that the 

saturated amplitudes are consistent with mixing-length or ambient-gradient 

type nonlinear estimates for these modes [4,5]. On the other hand, just 

establishing the presence of such phenomena does not by itself prove that they 

are actually responsible for the anomalous transport observed. Supportive 

evidence to this effect requires the development of a microinstability-based 
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transport model capable of reproducing the most significant trends in the 

confinement data base. 

Numerous theoretical transport models encompassing a wide variety of 

phenomena (both including and excluding drift-type microinstabilities) have 

been proposed over the years. Due to the fundamental complexity of this 

nonlinear problem, the models have invariably involved crucial assumptions 

(e.g., simplified geometry, expansion procedures, etc.) which have sparked 

continuous debates about relevancy. It is therefore quite fortunate that in 

more recent years an increasingly extensive experimental data base (associated 

with steady-state confinement properties) has been assembled [1,2] which can 

be usert to test the relevance of specific models. For example, statistical 

regression analysis of the data has yielded empirical scalings for energy 

confinement time, tg, and for electron temperature, T e, with basic parameters 

such as toroidal field (B T), the total plasma current (!„), etc. [1,2,7,8]. 

In addition, empirics! forms for the electron thermal transport coefficient, 

X e(r), can be readily generated from data analysis codes [2] and compared to 

theoretically predicted behavior. 

With regard to earlier raicroinstability-based anomalous transport models 

[4,5], a basic difficulty has been to formulate an expression for x e(r) which 

is applicable over most of the plasma radius. Since different physical 

effects (including those outside the realm of microinstability theories) are 

likely to be dominant in different regions of the plasma, it is not surprising 

that attempts at globally applying an expression for the electron thermal 

transport coefficient, which is based solely on local estimates of 

microinstability effects, have proven unsuccessful in reproducing 

experimentally deduced profiles for x_(r) and for the electron temperature, 

T e(r). Moreover, it should be recognized that any global prescription for 
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X e(r) {valid during the steady-state phase of tokamak discharges) must lead to 
temperature and current profiles compatible with macroscopic stability. 
Accordingly, in the present model, the microinstability-driven anomalous 
processes are constrained to maintain such profiles. The formulation of this 
"profile-consistent" type constraint [9] is described in Sec. 2 and is used in 
Sec. 3 to construct a model for x e(r) which is applicable to ohmically heated 
discharges. Theoretically predicted anomalous electron thermal confinement 
properties are then compared to those from the ohmie data base. In Sec. 4 the 
subject of anomalous ion thermal transport is addressed, and in Sec. 5 the 
basic conclusions and their implications for tokamak confinement are 
discussed. 

2. PROFILE CONSTRAINT 
The so-called "principle of profile consistency" [9] basically involves 

the empirical observation that dynamical processes in well-behaved tokamak 
discharges tend to maintain the same relative electron temperature profiles, 
Te(r)/T , and associated current profiles. These profiles are reasonably 
approximated by Gaussian shapes proportional to exp (-ar2/a ) [9,10). The 
factor a appears to be primarily sensitive to the edge safety factor, q = 
aBT/RB , with a and R being the plasma and major radius, respectively, and B T 

and B being the toroidal and poloidal magnetic field strengths. This trend 
has been observed in numerous ohmic as well as neutral-beam-injected 
discharges with central heating deposition profiles [1,8,1)]. In such cases, 
Te(r)/T is indeed found to be sensitive dominantly to q a irrespective of 
changes in density, plasma size, central temperature, and heating method. 
Further support for a profile-consistency constraint over confinement (steady-
state) time scales is provided by results from pellet injection experiments on 
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the Alcator-C tokamak. Here it is observed that the readjustment of the 
electron temperature back to the usual Gaussian shape occurs about two. orders 
of magnitude faster than T E [12]. 

Although no specific mechanisms have as yet been identified to enforce 
the observed global profiles, the allowed shapes are at least consistent with 
macroscopic stability requirements (i.e., to long wavelength MHD 
instabilities). Moreover, such profiles do Locally allow the presence of low 
frequency drift-type microinstabilities [6], "In general, if the global radial 
dependence of the thermal transport coefficient is known, then knowledge of 
its magnitude in any local region of the plasma completely determines x e(r). 
Hence, the basic propositions here are (i) the global radial dependence can be 
determined by assuming that a profile-consistency constraint is satisfied and 
(ii) the local magnitude of \e(r) needed to complete the model can be 
determined by microinstabilities in the appropriate lo--al region of the 
plasma. 

In formulating the profile-consistency constraint the starting point i3 
the previously noted empirical observation that for central heating deposition 
profiles, the experimentally measured electron temperature profiles are well 
approximated by 

V p ) • TeoMp(~T~) ( 1 ) 

a 

with a T primarily dependent on q a[9-12]. This can then be used together with 
the parallel component of Ohm's law in steady state to determine the 
corresponding current profile, i.e., E. = n«(r)J.(r) or 

J,(r) = <j|(r)fN(r)V/2nR , (2) 
i 
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where l|i(r) is the effective parallel resistivity, fi|(r) is the classical 
(Spitzer) conductivity, V is the loop voltage, and f(j(r) is the neoclassical 
conductivity reduction factor [13]. Noting that J„{r) « [Te(r)]3'/2/Z{r) with 
Z being the effective impurity concentration, Eqs. (1) and (2) can be combined 
to give J;|(r) = ?(r) Jfflo exp[-(3aT/2)(r2/a2}] with ?(r) = fN(r)Z0/Z(r). Since 
the general expression for f(j(r) appropriate for all collisionality regimes is 
a complicated function of r [13] and since the radial dependence of Z is very 
difficult to estimate, the simplest choice is to take ?(r) = 1. Hence, the 
parallel current density becomes 

2 * 
a r 

V r ) = J(o e x p ( " ~ V ) (3> 

with a = 3^/2. 
In order to eliminate the arbitrary parameter, a , in terms of the 

physical parameter, q a, first recall that the safety factor is given by 

2 
0<p> = & ) ^ dr'r'jJr') • W 

Combining this with Eq. (3) leads to the result, 

qjr2'a2)h-exp(-«jj 

q 
^ r ) = ~ f f 2 2u • <5> 

1-exp[-a (r2/aZ)j 

Numerous experimental measurements of the location of the q = 1 surface 
(deduced from the inversion position of the sawtooth signals) have indicated 
that the empirical formula, 
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is a good approximation [1,11]. This is illustrated on Fig. 1 with data 
points obtained from recent measurements taken on the TFTR tokamak for ohmic 
as well as neutral-beam-heated discharges [11]. Using Eq. (6) in Eq. (5) then 
yields the result 

« q = q a • 0.5 . (7) 

Hence, the resultant constrained profile shapes for T e(r), J f l(r), and q(r) in 
the present model do conform to the experimentally observed trend, i.e., the 
natural profile shapes are primarily a function of the edge safety factor, q. 
[11]. 

3. ANOMALOUS ELECTRON THERMAL CONFINEMENT 
In this section a microinstability-based model governing anomalous 

electron thermal transport properties in ohmically heated tokamak discharges 
is constructed. The starting point is the following simplified form of the 
steady-state energy balance equation, 

E l J l ( r > = ' r 5? [ r ne < r ) * e ( r ) 5F V r ) ' < 6 ) 

in which ohmic heating is equated to anomalous electron thermal losses. Since 
E. = V/2TTR is approximately constant in radius, this can also be expressed in 
the form 

-E^dr'r'J^r') 
x e ( r ) = rn (r)(d/dr)T (r) ' < 9 ) 
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Application of the profile constraints described in Sec. 2 then gives xe(f) = 

xeoF(r) with 

exp[2/3(q +0.5)(r/a)a]-exp[-(1/3)(q +0.5)(r/a)2] 
F(r) = 2 3 (10) 

(r/a)d[n (r)/n I 
6 O 

and 

2 2 ZB 

o eo 

where BT{Tesla), n o ( 1 0 l J W 3 ) f and T e o (keV). 

In order to complete the model, it is necessary to determine the 

magnitude of T g 0 (and thus that of X e o K As noted in Sec. 2, this can be 

accomplished by specifying the local magnitude of x a
 i n any region of the 

plasma. In the present calculation attention is directed to the so-called 

"good confinement zone" between the q = 1 and q = 2 surfaces. Experimentally, 

this region is usually observed to exhibit the most effective thermal 

insulation properties [14-16], and theoretically, it tends to be characterized 

by good magnetic surfaces [17] and by spatial gradients sufficiently large to 

drive drift-type raicroinstabilities [15]. In addition, the collisionality 

parameter, \)#e = (^eff/^e (with v^f. and uib being thermal estimates, 

respectively, of the effective collision frequency and bounce frequency of the 

trapped electrons [4]>, is typically less than or of order unity in this local 

2one [5,15]. With such considerations in mind, it is appropriate to propose 

that trapped-electron drift-type microinstabilities are a likely cause of the 

anomalous transport in tne region between the q = 1 and q = 2 surfaces. 

At the simplest level, the local magnitude of the thermal transport 
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coefficient can be approximated by the familiar estimate, xji * Y / ^ 2 , with y 
and k^, being, respectively, the characteristic gi-owth rate and perpendicular 
wave number of the relevant raicroinstability. It should be remembered here 
that in estimates of this type, Y characterizes the strength of the 
instability, and its use does not imply that the linear properties persist in 
the nonlinear state [18]. Moreover, the fact that comprehensive numerical [6] 
as well as analytic [19] toroidal calculations have demonstrated that trapped-
electron drift modes should., be strongly unstable in most parameter regimes of 
interest further motivates the use of this strong turbulence-type 
approximation. Equivalent results can also He obtained by using f g (the 
linearized perturbed distribution function) to calculate the anomalous thermal 
flux, Q_, and then using the usual turbulence-based "ambient gradient" or 
"mixing length" estimate for the saturated amplitude of the perturbations 
[20, 21]. Accordingly, the local magnitude of x e due to trapped-eleptron 
effects can be approximated by 

V2t 2 P i 
B « K ey", e" D eJ x„ - ; 5 t (12) 

where t = r/R, n e = (L n/Lp) e with L n and Lj being, respectively, the density 
and temperature gradient scale lengths u # e = l^cTg/eBLjj, ui£e = uag'l+iig), u D e 

= u» eL n/B, and C ar U.I to 0.2. Here the C term models the transition into the 
collisionless regime [20], and the u D e-term represents the residual trappcd-
electron effects due to the presence of interchange-like ion instabilities 
occurring in the limit of very weak density gradients [22], Neither of these 
modifications is usually appreciable in low to moderate density ohmic 
discharges. Note also that since v« e represents the colllsionality of the 
thermal particles, the higher energy trapped electrons can still contribute to 
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Y even when the v# e exceeds unity [6,19]. Hence, Eq. (12) can continue to be 
used in the lower coilisionality end of the plateau regime. 

Since Eq. (12) ic indeed a rough approximation for the local magnitude of 
x_, it is appropriate to average it over its radial region of applicability. 
To do this, consider the associated entropy production [23], 

r2 danT (r) _ 
S^ 4 J" d r r G ( r ) i dr 1 • < 13> 

r1 
where S u is the entropy produced between the q = 1 and q = 2 surfaces 
{designated by r 1 and r 2) with Xg0and G(r) being, respectively, the magnitude 
and local radial dependence of Xg. In terms of these quantities Eq. (12) 
gives 

X, 
Z T7/2 

" rem i . M c _ ,nHr <*\V2 eo i~) =̂ -5» io\,(D'^f-r- r (14) •VR' R2 f i2 z T eo 

where T e o(keV), R(ra), a(m), n0( lO^cnT^), BT(Tesla), C is a scaling constant 
of order unity, and 

t 

"o Jeo ' V " " T l w V ' " " T 

In order to be consistent with the global prescription for xe(r) specified in 
Eqs. (10) and (11), Eq. (13) is constrained to satisfy 

r2 dinT (,r) _ 
S" = S , x e oI drr Kr) [ ^~] • (16) 

r1 
Using Eqs. (11) and (14) in Eq. (16) and solving for T gives 
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T (keV) = B„' : / 3(R2/q ) 1 / 3(a/t>: 1 / 2 f C / C ) 1 / 6 0 7 ) 

with units as specified for Eq. (1*i), and 

r danT (r) 2 r_ dinT ( r ) 2 

C = f / drrF(r)[—J ] /J^ drrG»r)[ gjj ] (18) 

with F(r) and G(.-) given by Eqs. (10) and (15). Substituting this result back 
into Eq. (11) then gives for the magnitude of the thermal transport 
coefficient, 

2 B 1 / 3 a 1 1 / 8 Z 1 / 6 C 
*eo& - «-6 - 10" '53/aV* lt)5/12 • ° 9 ) 

o qa 
The quantity C in Eqs, (17) - (19) can be readily calculated as a 

function of a/R and the parameters characterizing the temperature and density 
profiles. As shown in Sec. 2, the appropriate choice for the temperature 
parameter is q a with profile given by T e(r)/T e o = exp[-(2/3)(qa+C.5)(r/a)'1]. 
With regard to the density, experimental measurements [e.g.,;Ref. 10] indicate 
that the profiles are reasonably well represented by n e(r)/n e 0 = [1-\r/a)2]an 
with the characteristic parameter, a n, typically falling between 0.5 and 2. 
Using these forms, the integrals in Eq. (18) can be numerically evaluated as 
functions of q and a . The resultant parametric dependence is approximately 
given by 

C(a/R,qa,c.n) = 12 q ^ a / R ) 0 ' 8 * - 0 , 5 . (20) 

Using this in Eqs. (17) and (19) then yields 
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and 

Tn(l«V) - I . S B O - V - V - V 0 ' ^ - 0 ' 1 - - 0 - 1 ^ 0 - 2 (21) 
eu 1 a n v 

- B0.3.1.0-0.2 
fenh , , „XO.U 0.2 B T a * [SB.) . ,.6 K IOV'V- 4 ' - 1 . (22) xeolsec'' " '"" '" "u un D1.9_1-6 

" P.. 

with 0.5 < a n < d and C being the order unity scaling constant from Eq. 
(14). Together with the radial dependence given by Eq. (10), Eq. (22) 
completes the prescription for a profile-consistent microinstability-based 
model for the anomalous electron thermal transport coefficient in low to 
moderate density ohmically heated tokaaiak plasmas. 

In the discussion that follows the anomalous electron thermal transport 
model Just derived is applied to ohmic scenarios of interest, and the results 
compared to the empirical data base. Taking an-1 as being typical of density 
profiles in low to moderate density discharges and letting the scaling 
constant, C , be set to unity, Eqs. (10) and (22) can be combined to give 

H a B ° - 3 Z 0 - 2 

X * ( r ) * ^ T ~ Rl! 9 q1.6 [ r / a ] 2 « {«**<•. * ™)&] 

- exp[- 1 (qa + 0.5) £) 2)} (23) 

with n e(10 1^cm"3), BT(Tesla), R(m), a(m), and x e(cm 2/sec). Since there is 
strong experimental evidence that MHD sawtooth activity dominates effects 
inside the q = 1 surface (r = r^, this model should be applied in the region 
between r. and the plasma edge. 

As pointed out in Sec. 2, data analysis codes such as TRANSP [24] can be 
used to generate empirical forms for xe(f) and compared to theoretical models 
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[2,24]. Application of Eq. (23) to a representative set of ohmic data from 
the PDX experiment [24] was found to yield reasonably good agreement with 
results from the TRANSP code empirical analysis of these cases [253. In 
particular, the input parameters for the six shots studied were R(m) = 1.13, 
a(m) = 0.42, n 0(10 l 4cm - 3) = 0.4. Z = 3, B T(T) = 1.2 to 1.5, and q a = 2.1 to 
3.6. As shown by the typical case plotted on Fig. 2, the results for x e from 
the theoretical model correlates well with those obtained from the TRANSP 
code. Recent applications of this model to ohnic data from the TFTR 
experiment have again led to similarly favorable comparisons with empirically 
generated values of x e(r) [26]. 

Theoretical estimates for the scaling properties of the central electron 
temperature, T (o), and for the volume-averaged electron temperature, <T_>, 
can be readily obtained from Eqs. (1) and (21). Since the rapid MHD sawtooth 
activity tends to flatten the temperature profile inside the q - 1 surface 
[8], the steady-state central electron temperature is approximately given by 
T e(0) = Te<r.|} = T e o exu [-<qa+0.5)/qa

2]. Again taking C^ and o n both equal 
to one, Eq. (21) leads to the following scaling for the central electron 
temperature, 

KOJ.^V-W-'Z 0- 3 . (24) 
S 1 3 , 

Since q « azBm/I R, an equivalent form is given by 

T (0) « B ^ 9 Z 0 - 3 a 0 ' 8 R - ° - 3 r 0 - 2 . (25) 
e l p 

The trend predicted here can be compared with experimentally measured values 
obtained from the PLT and TFTR tokamaks. Statistical regression analysis of 
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the data base yields the empirical scaling [8], 

T (0) (DATA) - B°- 8Z°-5 a1-V- 3I- 0- 2 (26) 
e i p 

which is in good agreement with the theoretical scaling specified by 
Eq. (25). The actual data points used in these studies are plotted as a 
function of Eq. (26) on Fig. 3. 

With regard to the volume-averaged electron temperature, the theoretical 
model yields the scaling, 

<T > - B°-V°- 7a°-V 0- 1Z 0- 3 . (27) 
e T ^a 

This result can be compared with the empirical scaling obtained from a 
regression analysis of the large ohmic '.uta base assembled in Ref. 27, i.e., 

sTe> (DATA) - B f - ' q ^ - V - V 0 - ^ 0 - 5 ! . ; 0 - 1 . (28) 

Here again the correlation is quite f-svorable. Note also that combining Eqs. 
(24) and (27) yields 

<T >/T (0) * q" 0 - 9 . (29) 
e e a 

As illustrated by Fig. H, this result is in good agreement with recent trends 
observed in the TFTR experiment [11]. 

The electron energy confinement time, Tg , can be estimated by 
a 

(3/2)/ drrnQ(r)Te(r) 
T„ = 2 . (30) E,e " a 

J" drr nn(r)J||(r) 
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Using the profile model of Sec. 2 together with Eq. (8) then gives 

Ê,e = * 2l(vq ai'(q a
 + 0 ' 5 K o ( 3 , ) 

with 

[(-.aL) = f d«(l - x 2) n exp[- | (q + 0.5)x2] . (32) l i"n-a J " J
Q -""ll " " ' w" r l" 3 l Ha 

For low to moderate density ohmie discharges, Eq. (23) can be substituted into 
Eq. (31) to yield (with o n = 1), 

r E j e ( S e C ) = 0.1 n / ' V - V ; - V 3 Z ~ ° - 2 . (33) 

Since experimental evidence indicates that the electron loss channel tends to 
be dominant in this density regime [1,24], the total energy confinement time, 
ig, should scale with T E e. This result can therefore be compared with the 
empirical scaling deduced from the large ohmic data base analyzed in Ref. 1, 
i.e., 

T E(DATA) > noR2-°a1-°q°-5 . (34) 

Herice, the theoretical scaling given in Eq. (33) is in reasonable agreement 
witfi the so-called Neo-Alcator empirical scaling, which, in turn, is 
consistent with recent confinement scaling trends observed in ohmically heated 
TFTR discharges [28]. The associated data are displayed on Fig. 5. 

Since the electron temperature is a dependent variable, it was expressed 
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in terras of "design" variables such as B̂ ., a, etc. in the final expression for 
X e(r) given in Eq. (23). Nevertheless, if so desired, the transport 
coefficient can also be expressed in terms of the temperature. Specifically, 
if Eq. (21) is used to eliminate B T in terms of T e o , Eq. (23) becomes 

j, a0.8 T0.5 
X* ( P ) = ^ T H^V-5 ^^ C 3 5 ) 

with F(r) defined by Eq. (10) and T e o (keV). Notice that although this 
exhibits an unfavorable scaling with temperature, it is not nearly as dramatic 
as the T e o ^ / 2 - dependence often cited as being characteristic of 
microinstability-based transport models. However, as indicated by the local 
microinstability-based expression for x e given in Eq. (14), the actual 
dependence is T ^ " 2 / ^ 2 . Since T g o is a function of Bm via Eq, (21), the 
resultant scaling of y.e with either variable is relatively weak. 

It is interesting to note that the anomalous electron thermal transport 
coefficient can also be expressed in terms of the ohmie power, P ™ , with 

P Q H = 4n 2R J^drrn^r) J ((r) 

As in the case of T e o , this quantity is also a dependent variable. 
Nevertheless, repeating the procedures described in Sec. 2 and 3, out treating 
P 0 H as a distinct variable, leads to the result, 

P °'8F(r) 
V r ' * n„ pl.2n0.U.10.2O.1 U b } 

^a T 

with F(r) given by Eq. (10) and PQ^(MW). The corresponding ohmic confinement 
time scaling can be expressed as 
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D-0.8„ B0.H -1.1 2.1,0.2 ,,,. 
TE re " P0H n o B T R a Z • ( 3 7 ) 

This degradation of confinement with increasing power is analogous to the 
usual trend observed in auxiliary-heated tokamak discharges [1,2]. 

As a final point in this section, it should be noted that Eqs. (23), 
(35), and (36) are, of course, entirely equivalent forms. In particular, when 
applied to actual transport codes, it has been demonstrated that (as expected) 
they give the same results [29]. The utility of Eqs. (35) and (36) lies in 
the fact that they jlearly innicate that there should be an unfavorable 
scaling of anomalous electron transport with temperature and with input power 
in ohmically heated discharges. 

U. SM0M*',OUS ION THERMAL CONFINEMENT 
From a microinstability-based perspective it can be argued that there 

should always be some level of anomalous enhancement of ion thertnal 
transport. The basic reason is that once instabilities are excited, the 
resultant electric fields will act on both species. This should be true 
regardless of whether the actual destabilizing mechanisms arf> dominated by 
ions or by electrons. However, it should also be remembered that unlike the 
particle transport situation (and its associated ambipolar constraint), the 
microinstability-driven electron thermal transport can be different from the 
corresponding ion transport. This will be further explained in the following 
discussions. 

In the preceding section it was demonstrated that trapped-eiectron drift-
type instabilities could be primarily responsible for the observed anomalous 
transport. It was pointed out there that the associated local thermal 
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diffusivity (in the "good confinement" zone) effectively determines the 
magnitude of x e- In fact, simple zero-dircansicnal arguments, based on local 
estimates for x e such as Eq. (12) together with the assumption that thermal 
confinement exists only within the q - 2 surface, have previously been used to 
obtain scaling predictions for T„ and for T_(0) [30,31] in reasonable 
agreement with empirical trends. Of course, a proper representation of the 
plasma properties across the discharge requires the application of realistic 
profile constraints such as the prescription given in Sec. 2. Hence, in 
estimating the magnitude of x^, the local analysis used to obtain x e ti.e., 
Eq. (12)] can again be applied. Specifically, the anomalous ion thermal flux, 
Q i r can be calculated using (± (the linearized perturbed ion distribution 
function) together with the same amplitude estimate for the saturated 
potential fluctuations as that used to determine Q e. In other words, this is 
just the response of the ions to the electric fields excited by the electron 
dynamics. Applying the usual formalism [20,21], it is found that the local 
ion thermal diffusivity, x". is typically smaller than x£ and has similar 
scaling, i.e., *£ = a.x!J with x!J given by Eq. (12). The numerical factor, a i t 

ranges from about 0.5 to 1 with the larger values falling in the collisionles3 
regime. This trend is maintained provided the gradient parameter, n i = 
dinT^/din n Q, remains below the threshold, (tij)c> for the onset of toroidal 
ion-temperature gradient modes [32]. 

In order to assess the possible significance of anomalous ion effects in 
ohoiic discharges, a simplified pair of steady-state energy balance equations 
is considered, i.e., 

1 A d T 

p

a - p

e i • - } 8? K * e ar) (38-
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and 

P . = - i i - (rn.x. 3-JL) (39) 
ei r dr l i Ai dr ' 

with P n being the ohmic heating power used in Eq. (8) and P e^ being the 
electron-ion collisional power transfer term [23]. For low to moderate 
density regimes, P e^ is usually small, so that Eq. (8) remains a reasonable 
model for energy balance. Moreover, even if corrections to P g^ due to 
anomalous effects [331 were important, the structure of the total energy 
balance equation would remain approximately the same as Eq. (8) since, as just 
noted, xV- scales as x M in this regime of collisionality. However, at high 
densities, the ion loss channel can become dominant since P e^ scales with the 
square of the density and because x e • 1^ n

0- I f ii i ("ĵ c' ^hen t n e 

anomalous ion diffusivity (which scales as x e) will accordingly be smaller 
than the conventional neoclassical ion transport, x? » *-n this regime. This 
is an example of a situation where anomalous ion effects, though present, are 
masked by the magnitude of the ion neoclassical thermal losses 
[xNEO a ( m i / m e)1/2 xNE0] t n e r e|,y leading to the familiar conclusion that the 
electron channel is anomalous while the ions are neoclassical. 

Previous calculations [31,35] have shown that the observed saturation 
of T„ at high densities in ohmic discharges is consistent with the 
neoclassical picture. The experimental conditions studied involved density 
profiles similar to the usual shapes found in lower density regimes. However, 
in wore recent experiments involving refuelling by gas puffing, the measured 
density profiles were found to be flatter and the energy confinement time 
saturation was observed to occur at considerably lower values than predicted 
by neoclassical theory [36,37]. Under these-circumstances it is quite likely 
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(despite the absence of direct T.-profile measurements) that r\^ has exceeded 
W e ' i i e-> ij > 1 to 2. Hence, the toroidal t^-modes (associated with 
sufficiently large values of n; and unfavorable magnetic curvature effects) 
could be'responsible for the Tg-saturation below the neoclassical limit. This 
microinstability-based explanation was first posed in Ref. 38 and 
systematically investigated in recent studies involving time-dependent [39] 
and steady-3tate [40] transport codes. Results from these studies have indeed 
been found to be consistent with the observed trends. Specifically, for the 
flatter density profiles {large n^), density saturation occurs well below the 
neoclassical limit and for more peaked density profiles (smaller in}, density 
saturation moves closer to the neoclassical prediction [39,40]. 

In addition to the high density ohmic cases just discussed, evidence for 
anomalous ion thermal transport has also been found in tokatnaks heated by 
neutral beam injection (NBI) [2,3]. Experimental results have indicated that 
if Xi = CNE0 xi i 3 u s e d i n d a f c a anaiysis codes, then reproducing the value of 
the central ion temperature, T^fO), usually requires a numerical factor 
greater than unity for C N E Q . This rather unsatisfactory means of data 
analysis in the Ion channel is necessitated by the fact that, until recently 
[3], the ion temperature profiles have usually not been measured. 
Nevertheless, the size of the neoclassical multiplier, C N E 0 , in such studies 
at least provides indirect evidence for possible anomalous enhancement of ion 
thermal losses. Far more compelling direct support has come from very recent 
charge-exchange ion temperature profile measurements on NBI-heated Doublet-Ill 
discharges [3]. Results indicate that the ion thermal diffusivity, x-id"), ia 
not or.ly larger than Xj| E 0 but also exhibits a dramatically different 
profile. In particular, x^r) is found to rise toward the edge of the plasma 
and ia roughly equal in both magnitude and shape to the experimentally deduced 
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electron thermal diffusivity, x e(r) [33. Since the ion temperature profiles 
in these discharges can be sufficiently peaked to drive Tij-type modes, the 
proposition here is that the associated transport could account for the 
observed behavior in the ion channel. 

Comprehensive linear studies have indicated that if n* > (n^,,, then the 
resulLa.ifc fcokamak microinstabilifcies are dominated by ion rather than electron 
dynamics [22]. These toroidal n^-driven moaes are fluidlike in character and 
(unlike the electron drift modes) tend to be insensitive to collisions. The 
local ion thermal diffusivity, which can be estimated by the methods noted 
earlier, is approximately given by 

*i - tfi"biVTi>1/2"'i ( 4 o ) 

T T 
with u,. = k cT./|e|BL_. and u D 1 = uJ.L-./R. In terms of the magnitude ar.d 
local radial dependence, this becomes xij'd") = x!?JKr) where 

T3/2 
x" - 1 .2 „ 10 5 C - = - i 2 _ _ , (41) 10 n B 2(RaT> 1 / 2 

H(r) . CJl£li)3/2 C » )l/2 f { I B J 
fio LT.(r) 

C is a scaling constant of order unity, T = T e/T^, and the units are aa given 
for Eq. (14). If trapped-ion effects (e.g., "trapped-ion modes" with large Tii 

[41]) are taken into account, modifications to Eq. (40) are found to be 
relatively minor and will not be further considered here. 

The anomalous electron thermal diffusivity associated with the n^-modes 
can also be estimated by the methods noted earlier (i.e., using the saturated 
potential for these instabilities in evaluating Q e ) . Because of the strong 
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dependence of f g on the effective electron collision frequency, the resultant 
X e tends to be smaller than x^ and has a scaling similar to Eq. (12). 
However, in the more collisionless regime (v*e << 1 appropriate to many NBI-
heated discharges [2,3,30]), the thermal diffusivities (as in the case of 
electron drift modes) are roughly equal, i.e., x e = x<-

For auxiliary-heated discharges the simplest form of the total energy 
balance equation in steady state is given by 

1 ,< d T d T -
P H ( p ) a - ? 3 ? [ r ( V e d ! ^ + VidF 1)] ( 4 3 ) 

with P H being the total {ohmic plus auxiliary) heating power. This equation 
can be easily solved provided (i) the density and temperature profiles for the 
ions are approximately the same as those for the electrons and (ii) the plasma 
is sufficiently collisio.iless, i.e., v» e < 0.1 to 0.2. As just noted, the 
second condition leads to x e and xj being similar in magnitude and scaling, so 
that, together with the first condition, the profile-consistent constraint of 
Sec. 2 can again be applied. Equation (43) then reduces to 

-P f dr'r,h(rl) 
x e(r) = X l{f) - 2 — 5 (W) 
e . X {Ut)rn(r) a

7T i(r) 
where Pjj(r) = Ph(r.-) with P being the power per unit volume, and h{r) being the 
deposition profile. Defining xjtr) = Xi0

Ffj(r) a n d applying the profile model 
of Sec. 2 yields 

exp[2/3[q +0.5)(r/a)2] f^dx'x'hU') 
F„(r) = — 3 x -2 (45) 

(r/ar n(r)/n f'dx'x'hfx1) 
o Jo 

and 
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with P T being the total power in megawatts (MW), n 0(10 1 4cra"3) F R( m), T i o(keV), 
and °q = Q a

 + °-5-
As in the derivation of the profile-consistent form of x e(r) for ohmic 

discharges, it is necessary to determine the magnitude of T i o (and hence 
X i 0 ) . Using Eqs. (41) and (42) to specify the local magnitude of x^ and 
following the procedures leading to Eq. (17) of Sec. 3, then yields 

T.CkeV) * o X - 8 ^ ) 0 - 4 ® 0 - 2 ^ ] 0 ^ . J-°- 6(T)°- 2(1 +T)- 0- 4 , (47) 

where 

J^drrF^rHdlnT^rJ/dr] 2 

C, = — ! (18) 
L drrH(r)[danT.(r)/dr] 

1 

with H(r) and F H(r) specified by Eqs. (42) and (45), and d£rTi(r)/dr = (-
4n /3)(r/a 2). Substituting this result back into Eq. (46) gives for the 
magnitude of the thermal transport coefficient, 

" i o ^ = 3.0 * 1o"(^°-6(B T R)-0-8(a)-°- 2( a q)- 0^(il) 0-\ T)- 0- 2(U T)- 0- 6 , 
o C t 

(49) 

where C is the order unity scaling constant from Eq, (41) and C , as defined 
by Eq, (48), needs to be numerically evaluated as a function of q.t a n (the 
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density profile parameter), and h(r), the heating deposition profile of Eq. 

(44). Hence, the proposed model for the anomalous ion thermal transport 

coefficient in auxiliary-heated discharges [where n^ > (ii)c] has the form 

x i ( r ) - x i o F H ( r ) ( 5 0 ) 

with x^ 0 given by Eq. (49) and FH(r) specified by Eq. (45). In a sufficiently 

coilisionless plasma [e.g., Ref. 3], the corresponding electron thermal 

diffusivity is approximately the same, i.e. xe(r) = Xj(r). At higher 

collisionality, x e is predicted to be subdominent to X]_ provided r^ > (li).,. 

Since the heating profile in many NBI discharges tends to be more peaked 

(compared, for example, to ohraic cases), the primary parametric dependence in 
* 5/4 Eq. (48) can be analytically estimated to give C. = c ' . Using this 

approximation in Eq. (50) then leads to 

„ P°-6n°-"exp[(2/3)(q +0.5){r/a)2] 
X (r) - C x 10M - T — _ £ _ _ _ _ _ 3 , ( 5 1 ) 

1 H (RBTqa)°-8a°*2n(r)(r/a)2-

where C^[an,h(r),T], as a rough estimate, is taken 3imply to be a scaling 

constant. The corresponding scalings for the central ion temperature, 1^(0) « 

T i(r 1) * T l o exp[-(qa + 0.5)/q|], and for the confinement time, Tg = T E i 

become, respectively, 

o 

and 

/no\0.6„1.8.1.0 0.2n-0.2 , „ . 
TE " %> R Tp a BT • ( 5 3 ) 
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The scalings in Eqs. (52) and (53) are similar to the trends for the 
central electron temperature, T (0), and for r E pre ioted in previous 
theoretical studies of NBI-heated disctwrges [30]. However, .'n the earlier 
work, which assumed that only the electron channel is anomalous, the results 
came from zero-dimensional arguments based on local estimates for the electron 
thermal diffusivity associated with collisionless trapped-aleotron drift 
modes. In contrast, the toroidal ion temperature gradient modes, which are 
insensitive to collisions, are proposed in the present paper as the primary 
cause of enhanced transport in both the ion and electron channels. The 
similarity in the scalings derived from these different models is rather 
fortuitous and results because the local thermal diffusivity for the 
collisionless electron drift mode3 happens to be very similar to Eq. (Ill) for 
the ion drift modes. Recent time-dependent transport code simulations have 
also invoked the presence of n^-type instabilities to successfully model the 
behavior of a number of NBI-heated Doublet-Ill discharges [41]. 

Finally, the theoretically predicted trends in Eqs. (52) and (53) can be 
compared with those deduced from the L-mode data base for NBI-heated tokamatcs 
[1,2]. As emphasized in Ref. 30, the expe. inental results correlate very well 
with the theoretical prediction, 

T (0) - (^)°- 1 ,B;- 8 . (54) 
' o 

In the absence of published empirical scalings for T i(0), it is clev that if 
it can be assumed that 1^(0) « T e(0), then Eq. (52) also correlates with the 
observations. With regard to the confinement time, Eq. (53) is in reasonable 
agreement with most of the parametric dependences exhibited by the Kaye-
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E O T p T 

This empirical result comes from a statistical regression analysis of a large 
data base for NBI-heated L-raode discharges. The experimental values for T^ 
from numerous tokamaks is plotted against Eq. (55) in Fig. 6. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The basic proposition presented in this paper is that profile-consistent 

microinstability-based models for anomalous thermal transport can produce 
reasonable correlation with most of the significant confinement properties 
observed in tokaroak experiments. In particular, invoking the presence of 
trapped-electron drift modes [for nj < {ii)0] and toroidal ion temperature 
gradient modes [for n. > (ii)Q] in the good confinement region (between the 
q = 1 and q = 2 surfaces) leads to predicted scalings for T E, T e(0), and <Te> 
in good agreement with experimental results. As demonstrated in Sec. 3, 
application of the profile constraint formulated in Sec. 2 ensures consistency 
with the experimentally deduced profiles for x e(r) and T e(r). The profile 
constraint also accounts for the favorable dependence of Xi( r) o n t n e 

current. In ohmic discharges this trend is obscured by the fact that x-i(r) 
has an adverse dependence on the heating power [see, e.g., Eq. (36)], which 
increases with current. On the other hand, in NBI-heated discharges the beam 
power, which is independent of current, is usually much greater than P n so 
that the favorable scaling with I is more evident. 

In addition to the ohmic and NBI-heated L-mode classes of discharges 
investigated, it is also of considerable interest to further develop the 
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profile-consistent microlnstabillty transport models for application to H-mode 
cases, to wave-heated plasmas (ECH and ICRF), and to pellet-injection 
scenarios. This will involve properly specifying steady-state deposition 
profiles and accounting for possible electromagnetic effects (e.g., kinetic 
ballooning modes and finite-6 modified electrosta'-ic instabilities [6,42]) in 
higher beta plasmas. With regard to proposed ignition experiments, recent 
zero-dimensional scaling studies have assessed* the implications of trapped-
electron drift modes [43] and n^-type instabilities [44] for basic energy 
balance in the presence of alpha-particle heating and radiation losses. The 
development of profile-consistent models for such scenarios is currently in 
progress. 

As discussed in Sec. 4, the parameter, n^ = din T^/dlnnQ, is the primary 
indicator of the extent to which the ion channel is dominated by anomalous 
losses. The exact threshold value is difficult to calculate [32] and is 
usually estimated to fall in the range, (nj) 0 « 1 to 2. It is interesting to 
note that recent steady-state transport code studies have indicated that the 
computed ion temperature profiles (in the presence of toroidal i^-modes) tend 
to adjust themselves to values of n i near (rî ),, [40]. Of course, this 
parameter is also strongly dependent on the dynamics governing the density 
profile. Unfortunately, no compelling physics-based model has as yet been 
established to simulate realistically the observed particle transport 
properties. Hence, in the present, as well as in other recent confinement 
studies [30*31,39,40,43], the steady-state density profile in simply assumed 
to have the empirical parabolic shape, n(r) = n 0 [1 - (r/a)2] n. 

As a final point it should be emphasized that even if the profile-
consistent microinstability-type models presented in this.paper continue to be 
reasonably successful in predicting experimentally observed thermal 
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confinement trends, they still leave a number of important physics questions 
unanswered. Foremost among these is a first principles justification of the 
empirically based profile consistency constraint used in these models. In 
other words, a theory is needed to explain how this constraint is indeed 
enforced across the discharge. This would require the identification of the 
dominant mechanisms responsible for the large transport effects in the q > 2 
region of the plasma. Because tearing mode activity can lead to the 
destruction of good magnetic surfaces [17], it appears to be an attractive 
candidate. However, in the case of lower current discharges with associated 
large values of q a, it does not appear that such strong effects could be 
excited [HO]. Since the level of confidence in the predictive capability of 
any theoretical model rests on the degree to which it is Justified by first 
principles physics, the theoretioal resolution of this profile-consistency 
problem needs to be vigorously pursued. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

FIG. 1. Position of the q = 1 surface (r^/a) obtained from measurements on 
the TFTR experiment [11] and plotted as a function of 1/q». 

FIG. 2. Comparison of x e(r) obtained from the theoretical model, Eq. (23), 
and from the TRANSP code empirical analysis. This is a 
representative ohmic PDX case with R(m> = 1.43, a(ro) = 0.42, Z = 3, 
n o(10 , 4cm- 3) = 0.4, B T(T) = 1.5, and q a = 3.6. 

FIG. 3- Experimentally measured central electron temperature plotted against 
the empirical scaling obtained from a regression analysis of TFTR and 
PLT data [8]. 

FIG. 4. Experimentally measured ratio of volume-averaged to central electron 
temperature plotted as a function of 1/qa. 

FIG. 5. Total energy confinement time plotted against n R 2aq for ohmic data 
from the TFTR and PLT experiments. 

FiG. 6. Total energy confinement time plotted against the empirical Kaye-
Goldston scaling for L-mode data from MBI-heated experiments. 
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